milk seating
multi-purpose stacking chairs

furniture for public spaces

milk seating

Gather. Coming together.
To relax, to learn, to dine, to work, to wait or just to be near
others. Whatever the reason, Community provides all kinds
of furniture for the places where people gather. Chairs,
stools, lounge and bench seating that is designed and crafted
for comfort and durability. Tables and casegoods for both
work and play. From the smallest to the largest, anything and
everything is just a call away.

Dine. Eating a meal.
Whether in a pub, a corporate cafeteria, a food court, a
banquet hall, a hotel, restaurant or refined establishment, the
basic needs are the same - a comfortable chair and a sturdy
table. With time-tested selections of standards, mixed
materials and customized solutions we’ve got a table and
chair combination for you.

Learn. Gaining knowledge or skill.
From early childhood through college, and then continuing
with career enhancements, life lessons and recreational
enterprises, we constantly strive to improve ourselves. With
seating, desks, training tables, storage and support devices,
Community supplies the tools needed for teachers and pupils
to achieve their goals, and to reach for new ones.

multi-purpose chairs Meeting, dining, training, conferencing, working, playing,
gathering, storing, moving. All these functions become a piece of cake with milk
the lightweight and durable chair that won’t take a bite out of your budget.
Never be without a seat when you choose milk from Community.

Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning

at right MK5201C (with arms and upholstered seats) & Prep top and base

furniture for public spaces

“ I can specify fun, serious and everything in
between when I select Milk!”
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Recommended for Gathering, Dining & Learning
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“ Select arm or armless with three upholstery options. I love it!”
multi-purpose seating Sit down to work, sit down to learn, sit down to lunch, sit down
to chat, sit down to recharge. All this from a single chair...
Sit down to versatility with the milk offering from Community.

armless stacks 20 high on cart

tricorn black and daffodil

at left MK5203A (armless), MK5203C (armless with upholstered seats) & Prep tops and bases
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side
armless, plastic seat and back
daffodil with tricorn black frame

front
with arms, plastic seat and back
mandarin with tricorn black frame

rear
armless, plastic seat and back
candid blue with tricorn black frame

fun
contrast solids and patterns
mix and match frames and backs

stack
armless, plastic seat and back
up to 10 high on the floor or 20 high on the cart

milk
armless chair
weighs about the same as a gallon of milk

light
easy to move and stack
seriously!

contemporary
sleek lines
vivid colors

functional
pull up a seat
with a standard table
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Colors & Upholstery

Frames, Seats & Backs

Milk is available in two neutral frame colors and five coordinating
seat and back colors. Seats and/or backs can be upholstered.

Milk frames are produced using glass reinforced
nylon and include integrated nylon glides, while
seats and backs are produced using glass
reinforced polypropylene for durability.

Colors coordinate with Sherwin-Williams color wheel.

Upholstered seats and/or backs incorporate
high-density polyurethane foam.
Plastic Colors
frame

seat & back

network gray (NG)

candid blue (CB)

tricorn black (TB)

daffodil (DF)

greek villa (GV)

mandarin (MD)

tricorn black (TB)

tricorn black and greek villa

materials
Glass reinforced nylon and polypropylene is
used to create a rigid, dimensionally stable
and lightweight chair. These state-of-the-art
materials have been selected to ensure an
extended product life cycle.

upholstery
Bring additional style to your chair with
contrasting or complementary upholstery.
The padded seat rolls over the lip for comfort,
while at the same time maintaining a low
profile for stacking. Upholstery is protected
by standard seat pans when stacked.

design
Flowing lines and seamless joint transitions
enhance the lightweight one piece frame
which is engineered for strength and designed
for durability. Whether on the floor or the
transport cart, it’s easy to move and stack
for set up or storage.

milk seating

with arms
(stacking)

multi-purpose stacking chairs

armless
(stacking)

cover MK5201A (with arms) & MK5203A (armless)

Gather, Dine & Learn

Part of the Jasper Group family of brands, Community is furniture for public spaces.
The Community brand manufactures furniture that works where we live
for how we live.
From elementary schools to colleges, from the doctor’s office to the
hospital and from courtrooms to town halls, we provide solutions for the
changing demands of our daily lives. Community’s offering of furniture is
broad. It’s diverse. And it meets just about every need where you gather,
dine and learn - no matter the industry or space requirement.
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